The electron affinity of cerium is determined from relativistic configuration interaction photodetachment calculations through a reinterpretation of available experimental data [V. T. Davis and J. S. Thompson, Phys. Rev. Lett. 88, 073003 (2002)]. This analysis yields a 4f 5d 2 6s 2 4 H 7/2 Ce − ground state (a 5d attachment relative to the 4f 5d6s 2 1 G4 neutral Ce ground state) with binding energy of 0.660 eV as well as eighteen other bound states of the same configuration. The lowest lying state of seven bound states of the opposite parity (6p attachments) is 4f 5d6s 2 6p 2 H 9/2 , which is bound by 0.300 eV.
I. INTRODUCTION
By the early 1990s, accelerator mass spectrometry (AMS) experiments such as those by Garwan et al. [1] had detected the negative ion of cerium, as well as many other lanthanides [1, 2] . The high yield for Ce − [1] suggested a large electron affinity (>0.6 eV) or several moderately bound states. Density functional theory calculations [3] at the time suggested that rare earth negative ions are formed by p and possibly d attachments rather than f attachments as previously expected.
In 1994 our group undertook relativistic configuration interaction (RCI) calculations [4] which explored both 6p and 5d attachments to the 4f 5d6s 2 1 G 4 Ce ground state. The latter were actually treated as 6s attachments to an excited 4f 5d 2 6s 5 H 3 threshold (the lowest lying of this configuration [5] ) due to the greater difficulty of properly correlating negative ion states and neutral thresholds with differing d occupation (correlation involving differing s occupation has less absolute and differential contribution to energies). This early RCI work [4] predicted an even J = 9/2 6p attachment to the Ce ground state with an electron affinity of 0.259 eV, four other bound excited even states, and a single odd 5d attachment with a binding energy of 0.178 eV.
By the late 1990s, experiments by Berkovits et al. [6] involving a combination of laser excitation and AMS techniques had identified the electron affinity of Ce as 0.700 ± 0.010 eV [6] . This value, however, was predicated on the earlier RCI [4] prediction that the ground state of Ce − was formed by 6p attachment. In 2000, encouraged by a resurgence of experimental interest in rare earth negative ions [7] and improvements in our own RCI methodology made during our then recent work on La − [8] , we undertook a second set of calculations of Ce − binding energies [9] . Two main improvements to the methodology over the previous RCI calculations [4] were made at this time. There was extensive inclusion of second order correlation effects (triple and quadruple replacements with respect to the configurations of interest) which more properly treated key single and double replacements in the Ce − basis sets and increased binding relative to the neutral Ce states by ∼ 0.090 eV. Also, a higher neutral threshold, 4f 5d 2 6s 5 I 8 , was chosen for the odd Ce − 6s attachments (5d with respect to the ground state). The choice of J > 6 for this threshold eliminated difficulties of properly positioning the 4f 5d6s 2 and 4f 5d 2 6s manifolds relative to one another in the neutral RCI calculation, and moving further to J > 7 also removed complications of mixing with other nearby 4f 5d 2 6s levels [5] . This newer work [9] predicted a 4f 5d 2 6s 2 4 H 7/2 Ce − ground state with electron affinity of 0.428 eV, six other odd bound states, and eight even 4f 5d6s 2 6p states with the lowest ( 2 H 9/2 ) bound by 0.349 eV.
In 2002 Davis and Thompson [10] presented laser photodetachment electron spectroscopy (LPES) measurements which determined the electron affinity of Ce to be 0.955 ± 0.026 eV. Their analysis also indicated at least two bound excited states with binding energies of 0.921 ± 0.025 eV and 0.819 ± 0.027 eV [10] , all considerably larger than the previous experiments [1, 6] and calculations [4, 9] . The data for this experiment exhibits three large features in the photoelectron kinetic energy spectrum, and the analysis of these data relies on the assumption that the largest of these features (which also has the highest electron energy of the three peaks) represents the ground state to ground state photodetachment channel [10] .
Finally, in 2004 Cao and Dolg [11] presented Ce − calculations using the relativistic energy-consistent smallcore pseudopotential methodology. These results also predicted an odd 4f 5d 2 6s 2 4 H 7/2 ground state, but their electron affinity for this state was 0.530 eV [11] , 0.102 eV more bound than our second RCI Ce − study [9] . With an aim to resolve the discrepancy of over 0.400 eV among the various calculations and experiments, we once again decided to undertake an RCI study of Ce − . In preparation for the work presented here we improved our 2000 calculations [9] by considering correlation involving core electrons. Our previous work [4, 9] was limited by a basis set maximum of 7000 functions, and the code had since been improved to allow 20 000 basis functions. This allowed us to consider correlation involving the singly occupied 4f subshell, which had previously been omitted since the small r ≈ 1.1 a.u. (compared to the 5d r ≈ 3.1 a.u.) suggested this electron could be considered core-like and isolated from the valence electrons. An important consideration for the odd states, however, is that 4f 6s pair replacements contribute approximately twice as much correlation energy to the negative ion (6s 2 vs 6s in the neutral threshold), and because there is only a single 4f electron present there are no replacements of the form 4f 2 → 6snl + 6svl (nl here representing 5d and vl representing any subshell not occupied in the ground state configuration), which would tend to offset this difference with a larger contribution to the neutral correlation energy. The electron affinity of Ce − was thus increased from our previous 0.428 eV [9] to 0.511 eV, in good agreement with the other calculation [11] .
Further test calculations suggested more binding could be obtained through opening the 5p subshell, but the amount of correlation (∼3−4 eV for a differential contribution of ∼0.100 eV) prohibited inclusion of this corecore and core-valence correlation, since doing so would disrupt the position of the ground state configurations relative to the valence correlation configurations (resulting in losses of valence correlation of approximately the same size as the amount of differential core correlation we were attempting to introduce).
At this stage we decided to approach the calculation of the Ce − binding energies from a different direction, using RCI calculations of photodetachment partial cross sections to identify the dominant photodetachment channels and comparing these results with the published experimental data [10] . This reduces the usual concerns of careful treatment of equivalent correlation in the negative ion and neutral RCI calculations (as exhibited by our need to select the excited state threshold to eliminate the problem of differing 5d occupation), and it also utilizes the precise energy measurements of the experimental data [10] (with the key being a revised identification of the prominent features of the experimental photoelectron energy spectrum).
Our revised interpretation of the experimental data [10] is largely based on the realization that, considering dominant LS terms, the ground state to ground state channel in Ce − represents a forbidden transition due to differing total spin (the negative ion is a quartet state and the neutral singlet threshold plus photoelectron can only make a doublet state). There is, however, an additional consideration that the Ce − 6s one electron radial function is much more diffuse than the 5d radial function (the average r is over twice as large). This may have larger implications for many other lanthanide negative ions with ground state configurations of the form 4f m 5d n 6s 2 , regardless of LS term, because a 6s → l channel to an excited 4f m 5d n 6s threshold may have a much larger partial cross section than a 5d → l channel to the 4f m 5d n−1 6s 2 ground state (all neutral lanthanide ground states contain a 6s 2 subgroup [5] ). Depending on the position of the excited 4f m 5d n 6s threshold, an assumption that the dominant feature of a photoelectron kinetic energy spectrum represents the ground state to ground state channel may overestimate the electron affinity by several tenths of an eV. Given this possibility, we suggest that the Ce − work presented here may be a model for future comparison between experimental measurement and computational analysis, and it may serve to explain several recent measurements of lanthanide electron affinities ∼1 eV, e.g. [12] [13] [14] , which are difficult to support theoretically. Since most lanthanides likely have bound states (and perhaps ground states) formed by 6p attachments, i.e. 4f m 5d n−1 6s 2 6p, which would have large partial cross sections to the ground state (of the form 6p → l), experimental information regarding the parity and l of the emitted electrons for each feature in the experimental spectra would prove useful in this process.
II. COMPUTATIONAL METHODOLOGY
The RCI calculations begin with one electron basis sets generated from the multi-configurational Dirac-Fock (MCDF) program of Desclaux [15] . Our multi-electron wavefunctions are then eigenstates of J 2 , J z , and the parity operator. Correlation is included by adding configurations representing all valence single and double replacements from the multi-electron MCDF basis (including correlation of the 4f electron as mentioned in Sect. I). Subshells not present in the ground state configurations of Ce and Ce − are represented by relativistic screened hydrogenic functions, denoted vl (with l ≤ 4). The effective charges, Z * 's, of these "virtual" subshells are determined by an energy minimizing variational procedure. In this case we found two sets of virtual orbitals (vl, vl ) adequate to saturate our correlation configurations. For purposes of analysis of level composition we create LS approximate basis functions for our configurations of interest. While the RCI calculations are fully relativistic, we can rotate the j − j basis set by neglecting the minor components of the one electron radial functions and treating the j = l − 1/2 and j = l + 1/2 radial functions as equivalent. Using these assumptions, diagonalization of the L 2 + S 2 matrix results in a new set of basis functions of the same size (i.e., no information is lost) as the original j − j basis.
As mentioned in Sect. I, opening the core (5s and 5p subshells) would prove difficult as it introduces several eV of core-core and core-valence correlation to a calculation that has a total correlation of ∼1.5 eV at the valence stage, thus disrupting the relative positioning of the valence correlation configurations. For Ce − , this is not an issue since the odd/even states are nearly pure 4f 5d 2 6s 2 /4f 5d6s 2 6p. However, the neutral Ce spectra exhibit a great deal of mixing of the odd 4f 5d 2 6s and 4f 5d6s
2 configurations (as well as 4f 2 5d6s and 4f 5d6s6p mixing in the even cases). Particularly in the odd Ce calculations we found an overall displacement of the 4f 5d 2 6s manifold relative to 4f 5d6s 2 of ∼0.100 eV (recall that our earlier calculations [9] avoided this issue by utilizing a J = 8 threshold, removing 4f 5d6s
2 from consideration). In this case we have included limited core correlation by restricting certain subgroups of electrons. For example, the configuration 5p 5 vp4f 5d 2 6s serves as a single replacement correction to the 5p one electron radial function which has been generated [15] to optimize the 4f 5d6s 2 configuration. By restricting the 5p 5 vp subgroup to 1 S we avoid inclusion of basis functions that represent the double replacement 5p6s → 5dvp in the 4f 5d6s 2 configuration. With this technique the 4f 5d 2 6s manifold is differentially lowered ∼0.090 eV with just ∼0.160 eV total added correlation.
Attention to 4f 5d 2 6s and 4f 5d6s 2 mixing in the neutral Ce spectra is critical due to the fact that many of the dominant terms of nearby levels result in alternating allowed or forbidden transitions from our calculated Ce − states. For example, the primary reason that we believe a reinterpretation of the experimental data [10] is required is that our Ce − ground state is 4 H, while the combination of the neutral Ce 1 G ground state and a continuum electron can make at most doublet states (recall ∆S = 0 for electric dipole transitions). There is, however, significant 2 G mixing in the Ce − ground state [9, 11] and some 3 H in the neutral level [5] , but we expect some other channels with dominant terms representing allowed transitions to be stronger.
Since our principle goal here is to identify dominant photodetachment channels (and not, for example, accurate calculation of hyperfine structure of neutral Ce levels), we have elected to deviate from a purely ab initio approach and further refine our neutral Ce calculations through shifting of individual LS terms. Many of the levels in the Ce spectrum are within a few hundred cm −1 of nearby levels of the same J, and few are LS pure to greater than 60-70% [5] . In order to better reproduce the experimental spectrum [5] , we shift individual diagonal elements of our approximate LS basis, most by ∼0.100 eV or less. The process is a nonlinear one (typically the diagonal shift results in approximately half as much change in individual eigenvalues), and often different combinations of shifts of several terms can produce the same overall LS composition of nearby levels. For example, shifting the dominant term of an upper level down or that of a lower level up can result in the same change in mixing of those two levels. In general, however, our shifts are made with two main criteria in mind: each shift is made by as little as possible to achieve the desired result, and whenever possible we attempt to match the experimental Landé g value [5] (rather than the semi-empirical LS analysis [5] ) of as many neutral states of a given J as possible.
The final states of our photodetachment partial cross sections are created using a frozen core approximation. The neutral core portion of each basis function is restricted to the J of the corresponding neutral Ce total J. This allows us to include all the correlation and shifting of the LS terms that we introduced to the neutral calculations by producing a neutral core plus continuum electron basis set that has a one to one correspondence with the neutral basis set. We then sum over several cross sections representing the same Ce − initial state and neutral threshold. For example, our early candidate for one of the dominant transitions was 4f 5d 2 6s 2 4 H 7/2 → 4f 5d 2 6s 5 H 4 + p, whose cross section is a sum over five relativistic channels: three p 3/2 channels with total J = 9/2, 7/2, 5/2 and two p 1/2 channels with total J = 9/2, 7/2.
Our current capabilities using this frozen core approximation, as opposed to, for example, the more rigorous Rmatrix approach [16, 17] used by more established practitioners in the photodetachment field (e.g. [18] ), is appropriate in this Ce − case for several reasons. The most practical issue is the size of the final state calculation. With the amount of correlation already included in the final state core with an effective four valence electron calculation, we already have 10-15 000 basis functions per neutral J. Adequate correlation of five valence electron states with interleaved manifolds in a system as complicated as Ce − would likely prove too computationally costly, requiring a basis size several times our current 20 000 limit. As we shall show in Sect. III, the photoelectron kinetic energy spectrum of Ce − is dominated by channels representing 6s → p, so careful treatment of interchannel coupling between channels with continuum electrons of differing l is not required (5d → p + f channels are found to have a negligible impact, see Sect. III). Since we are comparing our results with experimental LPES measurements [10] where the incident photon energy is fixed, rather than the variable photon energy of the laser photodetachment threshold (LPT) method, concerns regarding the possible narrow resonance features present in calculations over a wide range of photon energies [18] are also less immediate. Finally, we consider that our stated goal of these calculations is to determine the dominant photodetachment channels and identify them with the features of the experimental [10] kinetic energy spectrum. Ultimately, our values for the Ce − binding energies are dependent upon this analysis and use of the experimental energy measurements [5, 10] , not the precise ratios of various partial cross sections.
Our continuum functions are generated using the relativistic continuum wave solver code of Perger et al. [19, 20] . Each channel requires a separately generated continuum function with the core determined by the final state threshold, the structure of the multi-electron configuration determined by the final state threshold and total J, and the energy of the continuum function calculated by subtracting the difference of the negative ion initial state and neutral threshold from the incident pho-ton energy. The photodetachment code is a modification of our relativistic f value code with full treatment of nonorthonormality between the initial and final state radial bases. Ultimately, this work resulted in calculation of over 4000 individual relativistic photodetachment channels, though only a small minority of these play a significant role in the final analysis.
The approach to the comparison with the experimental data [10] took place in three passes. The first set of calculations were made at the MCDF level (little to no correlation) with rough estimates for the photoelectron energies. These were used to select the candidates for channels that corresponded to the dominant features of the experimental spectrum. It was quickly learned that the partial cross sections from the 4 H Ce − states to the 5 H 4f 5d 2 6s neutral Ce thresholds (6s → p) were over an order of magnitude larger than those to the 1 G ground state. Identifying these transitions with the dominant high energy peak of the experimental spectrum [10] effectively lowered the Davis and Thompson electron affinity by nearly three tenths of an eV. Once this choice of placement of the Ce − ground state was made, the second largest feature was identified with a higher 3 H threshold and confirmed by similar size of the partial cross sections of these channels. The lowest energy feature could not be identified with any channel with an odd initial state, but using our earlier position of the lowest 6p attachment [9] as a guide, channels from the even Ce − states to 4f 5d6s6p (also 6s → p) were considered and also found to have relatively large cross sections.
With this analysis, the lowest Ce − state of each parity was approximately placed, and all other bound state binding energies were determined by relative position in the RCI negative ion calculations. Once the detailed partial cross section calculations were made, they were combined (as discussed in Sect. III) to produce a simulated kinetic energy spectrum. The final step was to adjust the binding energies to match the peaks in this simulated spectrum with those of the experimental data [10] (−0.003 eV for the odd levels and +0.028 for the even levels) with the assumption that such a small change in the continuum electron energies would not significantly affect the calculated partial cross sections.
III. RESULTS
In Tables I and II , we present the LS composition and binding energies of twenty six states of Ce − which are predicted bound by 0.030 eV or more (the typically expected accuracy of relative position of levels within a manifold in our RCI calculations which are not complicated by mixing of two configurations). Two other possible odd states are presented with binding energies of 0.020 and 0.008 meV, although no photodetachment calculations were made involving these levels. Lifetimes presented in these tables are calculated using revised relative positions of the even and odd Ce − states (increased by ∼0.250 from our earlier calculations [9] In Figs. 1 and 2 we present simulated electron count plots for individual Ce − initial states for the two photon energies used in the LPES experiment [10] . Also shown are the normalized partial photodetachment cross sections; the cross sections for the 1.165 eV photon energy are ∼5.8 times larger, but these data have been adjusted such that the 4 H 7/2 → 5 H 3,4 peaks are of the same height in both plots (the relative sizes within each photon energy are plotted with a consistent scale, however). Only par- tial cross sections greater than 1% of the sum of these two channels are shown. The curves are generated by simply adding a Gaussian proportional to the size of each partial cross section at the appropriate electron energy with the constant width chosen to match closely the eventual combined plots (see Figs. 3 and 4) with the experimental data [10] .
The final simulated plots in Figs ing to measure the actual temperature of the ion beam, as the sputtering process used to create the Ce − ions is a chaotic one and not likely to represent a process in thermal equilibrium. However, a realistic estimate of the relative population of states involving consideration of interaction with the cesium-sputter negative-ion source and the various components of the target [10] , collisional excitations and decays during production (and perhaps within the resultant beam), etc. is beyond the scope of this study and the expertise of its authors. Redistribution of states due to photodecay or photoexcitation was also considered but expected to be insignificant due to the fact that the majority of the lifetimes in Tables I and  II are much longer than the ∼50 µs [14] time of flight of the experimental apparatus. The fact remains that some distribution needs to be chosen to produce the plots, and the consistency of the general form of the resulting simulated plot (position and dominance of the three main peaks) over a wide range of effective temperatures is a testament to the robustness of this approach. The arbitrary units of the vertical axes of these simulated plots were simply chosen to match the range presented in the experimental publication [10] . When interpreting the plots of Figs. 1 and 2 it is useful to consider the position of the neutral Ce ground state threshold, determined by subtracting the initial state binding energy from the photon energy. The rest of the neutral spectrum is then placed at the appropriate energy difference moving toward the left (lower emitted electron energy). Alternatively, consider that as one moves up the rows of Figs. 1 and 2 , the superimposed neutral spectrum is shifted to the right by the difference in initial state binding energies. For ease of comparison with the published neutral Ce spectrum [5] , the LS designations presented therein are used in labeling the important neutral thresholds for each plot (our analysis, not shown, agrees in the leading terms in most cases).
Note that for the odd initial states, the plots are dominated by 4f 5d 2 6s + p channels. Since these channels represent 6s → p, only channels with neutral thresholds with J Ce = J Ce − ± 1/2 have significant partial cross sections. In most cases, channels with moderate partial cross sections and neutral thresholds designated 4f 5d6s 2 [5] actually represent interaction with the smaller amount of 4f 5d 2 6s mixed into these thresholds. This is particularly important for 3 F and 3 G 4f 5d6s 2 levels where a small (∼15%) amount of 5 H 4f 5d 2 6s mixing results in partial cross sections in the 1.165 eV plots (where these channels are near threshold) roughly proportional to the amount of 5 H in those nearby 4f 5d 2 6s levels. Also note that for transitions of the form 6s → p (l = 0 → l = 1), the remaining portion of the negative ion state must match the neutral threshold LS. ) produce a feature in the simulated spectrum ∼35 times larger than the neutral 1 G 4 ground state channel. Since these transitions represent 5d → p, the possibility of ∆J > 1/2 between the negative ion state and neutral threshold exists, but initial test calculations indicated such channels were several times smaller than those with ∆J = 1/2. Also, we have made detailed calculations of 5d → f channels (only relevant to the 4f 5d6s 2 thresholds) for the lowest two odd Ce − initial states, but these were found to also have negligible partial cross sections; of the same order as the corresponding p channels to at most a few times larger than these partial cross sections. Since inclusion of such f channels would have minimal impact on our final simulated plots of Figs. 3 and 4, we have refrained from further calculation of these partial cross sections.
The simulated electron count plots for the even Ce − initial states are characterized by two separate features at low (<0.600 eV) and high (>2.000 eV) energy in the 2.410 eV photon plots. The low energy features represent 6s → p channels with even neutral thresholds, either 4f 5d6s6p levels or 4f 2 5d6s levels with significant 4f 5d6s6p mixing (these thresholds begin above ∼13 000 cm −1 in the neutral Ce spectrum [5] ). The high energy features are produced by 6p → d + s channels with 4f 5d6s 2 thresholds. As mentioned in Sect. II, interchannel coupling between these d and s channels has been neglected, with the separately calculated channels simply added together (the d channels are generally 3−5 times larger). In principle, the inclusion of these channels in the final simulated plots should take into account a differing asymmetry parameter, β, for these channels, as well as the 45
• declination angle of the original experiment [10] . However, upon noticing that these features are essentially "lost in the noise" of Fig. 3 , we have declined to include separate estimated coefficients for them when generating these plots. Test calculations for these d channels with Ce − states and neutral thresholds with ∆J > 1/2 were also found to have minimal contributions to our simulated plots.
With our revised interpretation of the experimental data [10] , some of the features of Fig. 3 I states results in a nearly constant negative ion and neutral threshold energy difference for these partial cross sections, as evident by the consistency of the position of a peak in the 2.410 eV photon energy plots just below 1.500 eV (see Fig. 3 ).
The double feature of peak 2 of Fig. 3 , is primarily due to the 0.110 eV difference in binding energy of two lowest odd Ce − states and the large cross section of the channels representing transitions of both of these initial states to the same 3 H 4 threshold. The full peak 2 feature is broader than peak 1 because there are two 4f 5d 2 6s 3 H or 3 I basis functions with 3 F 5d 2 subgroups for each J mixing over a wider range of neutral Ce levels [5] ( 5 H and 5 I each have one basis function per J). Similarly, the even 4f 5d6s6p triplet (and quintet) terms also mix over a wide range of 4f 5d6s6p and 4f 2 5d6s thresholds, producing the somewhat broader feature of peak 1.
In Fig. 4 there is some ambiguity in matching up the relative height of peaks. For example, we have normalized our simulated plots to match the height of peak B, but we have not added a constant background count which might increase the discrepancy between the experimental data [10] and our peak C. Regardless of vertical offset of the data, however, our peak A is significantly below the experimental data. The error here is perhaps due to difficulties of proper mixing of 4f 5d 2 6s into certain 4f 5d6s 2 neutral Ce levels as discussed in Sect. II. Photodetachment partial cross section calculations made prior to the shifting of LS terms on the neutral Ce RCI calculations show the importance of these final adjustments to the RCI wavefunctions. In general, prior to these diagonal energy shifts the 4f 5d6s 2 triplet levels below the 4f 5d 2 6s 5 H levels had too much 5 H mixing, and those triplet levels above 5 H had too little. A plot similar to Fig. 4 made at this stage would have a much larger peak C and a nearly nonexistent peak A. While further shifting of diagonal elements might improve our agreement with experiment [10] , the simulated plots we have presented here are those for which our RCI level analysis best matches the experimental [5] Landé g values.
Finally, in Table III we present the largest E1 f values for the bound states of Ce − . These data are not required in the above analysis used to determine binding energies, but we include them here as a correction to the corresponding table in our earlier work [9] . Regrettably, a clerical error resulted in those f values being presented 100 times larger than they should have been. Changes in the relative position of the 4f 5d 2 6s 2 and 4f 5d6s 2 6p also result in large differences in these f values from the earlier tabulation. Note that these data, along with M1 and E2 f values not shown here, result in the lifetimes presented in Tables I and II. The bound states in Table  III are labeled by leading LS term, so some transitions appear forbidden due to differing total spin, but these represent interaction with a secondary LS term in the initial or final state (see Tables I and II) .
IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We believe these calculations are a significant improvement over past Ce − calculations [4, 9, 11] and represent a greater understanding of the negative ion states and their relation to their neutral Ce thresholds. The approach of using experimental energies [10] in conjunction with detailed computational analysis has served to resolve the various discrepancies concerning the Ce − electron affinity that have existed now for over a decade. We expect that more recent experiments involving both LPES [21] and LPT [22] techniques will serve to confirm our estimate of the Ce − electron affinity of approximately 0.660 eV, also in reasonable agreement with the 1997 Berkovits et al. value of 0.700 ± 0.010 eV [6] . In particular, the focus on identification of the l of the emitted photoelectron in these experiments [21, 22] will prove useful in this comparison with computed partial cross sections.
Due to the process of identifying dominant photodetachment channels, which involves ratios of partial cross sections of an order of magnitude or more in this case, this method is quite robust and forgiving to reasonably large errors in calculated cross sections. Even so, our methodology requires improvement to allow for possible future cases where interchannel coupling, careful treatment of resonances, and comparison to LPT experiments may be of more immediate concern. 
